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Thresholdsfordetectingthe angleof rotationof verticalsymmetricalpatternscontainingfewor no
explicitverticalorhorizontalcontourswerefoundto be almostaslowas thoseforanactualverticaI
line extendingapproximatelythe same”range.Thishyperacuityperformance,whichwe referto as
implicitorientationdiscrimination,sharesmostof itspropertieswiththeorientationdiscrimination
of explicit lines, suggestinga categoryof orientationprocessingwhose neural mechanismsare
relatedto thoseinvolvedin theprocessingof straightcontoursandthoseunderlyingthedetectionof
axesof symmetry.Strongbindingeffectsbetweenthecomponentsof thefiguresweredemonstrated
and their temporalinteractionswere.also investigated.Our resultshave implicationsfor possible
neural interactionsearly in the corticalvisual stream. @ 1997 ElsevierScience Ltd. All rights
reserved
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INTRODUCTION
The human observer can discriminate differences in
orientation of ~deg or smaller. Even 15 min of orienta-
tioncanbe discriminatedby apractisedobserverif a long
verticalline is the target(Westheimeret al., 1976).
We have recently examined how much of this
capability can also be utilized when the target is not just
a fully drawn line, but a subjectivecontoursketchedin by
the terminatorsof lines of otherorientationand found that
there are many instances where the orientationdiscrimi-
nation of such borders is just as good as that of a line of
equivalent length (Westheimer & Li, 1996). Here we
extend the investigationto configurationswhose orienta-
tion is not prominently represented among the contours
that outline them. An ellipse, for example, has contours
of many orientationsbut as a configurationit has a clearly
defined, though implicit, orientation. A cross made of
oblique lines is another example. In our analysis we
utilize the “oblique effect”, i.e. the higher threshold for
orientationdiscriminationof obliquelines.While there is
evidence that this oblique effect is subject to specific
training (Vogels & Orban, 1987; Schoups et al., 1995),
our highly practised observers had a stable difference in
their orientation discriminationfor vertical as compared
with 45 or 135 deg obliquelines. This enablesus to show
that many configurationsthat are symmetrical about the
vertical but are formed by oblique lines (which by
themselves manifest poor orientation discrimination),
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neverthelessexhibited the excellent orientationdiscrimi-
nation that these observers had where vertical contours
are concerned.Because there is a belief that much of the
neural processingthat leads to the “orientation”attribute
of visual features takes place already in the primary
visual cortex (Hubel & Wiesel, 1962; Gilbert & Wiesel,
1990), where the receptive fields of neurons have been
scrutinized closely, this research has implications for
possible neural interactions early in the cortical visual
stream.
First, we demonstrate a hyperacuity performance of
human observersin the detection of the angle of rotation
of simple patterns with vertical symmetry. We refer to
this task as implicit orientationdiscrimination.Then, we
investigate some properties of implicit orientation
discriminationand compare them with those for straight
lines. Finally, we study binding effects between compo-
nents of figures in the discrimination of implicit
orientation.
METHODS
Psychophysicalexperiments were performed with the
instrumentation and procedures described in detail
previously (Westheimer & Li, 1996). Stimuli consisting
of bright lines were shown on monitors controlledby an
AT computer which allowed high precision of target
placementand timing.In particular, the high resolutionof
the display (4096 x 4096 pixels) allowed smooth lines of
constant intensityand width to be created in fine steps of
orientation. This was accomplished by placing pixels
with a precision of 1 sec arc, usually 60 pixels (1 min -
arc) apart. Each dot had a diameter of about 0.5 min arc
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FIGURE 1. Thresholds for the angle of rotation around their centers
whose direction (clockwise or counterclockwise)is just detectable for
a variety of configurationsrangingfrom a vertical line, throughvertical
ellipses, to a circle. The numbered insets are the paradigmsof stimuli
used for the correspondingnumberedpoints on the curve. The vertical
dimensionof all stimuli was 30 min arc. Exposureduration500 msec.
Note that the orientation discriminationfor an ellipse with 30 min arc
long axis and 15min arc short axis (inset 2) is substantiallythe same as
that for a simple 30 min arc line (inset 1). Two observers.
and this defines the line width. Background luminance
was about 1 cd/m2 and the contrast was high. Rotations
were imparted by recalculating all pixel positions
according to the sine and cosine values of the angles
involved.
Data-gathering procedures employed the method of
constant stimuli, where targets were presented one at a
time at random in one of a range of orientations. The
observer had to indicate whether in a particular
presentation the figure appeared tilted clockwise or
counterclockwise. No error signal was given. From the
psychometric curve a threshold and its standard error
were obtained by the method of probits. Each data point
in this paper was based on at least 280 responses,
obtained in at least two sessionson two different days.
Observers had normal vision, with optical corrections
where necessary, and faced the screen at a distance of
3.75 m in a partially darkened room. Between stimulus
presentationsthe screen containeda fixationpatternmade
of four brackets outlining a horizontal square of
45 min arc side length, except for the experiments in
Fig. 9, where a continuouslyexposedcircle 60 min arc in
diameter was used as the fixationpattern. All observers,
including at least one in each experimentwho was naive
as to the problem formulation, were highly practised,
specifically in the task of discriminatingorientationsof
vertical contours. At the time of participation, their
orientation discrimination for obliques was always
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FIGURE 2. Threshold for detecting a change in oriermtationof two
crossinglines symmetricalabout the vertical, 30 min arc in length, as a
function of the angle between each oblique line and the vertical axis
[(*), top row of insets1-6)]. Solid arrow points to ,the threshold
[numerical value of meant SE is given above the arrdw) of a cross
whosecontaininganglewas randomlyset between 70 and 90 deg from
trial to trial (inset 7). Thresholdsfor individualoblique lines forming
the crosses of different containing angles are also given as controls
( o). Exposureduration500 msec. Two obse~ers.
poorer, usually by about a factor of two, than those for
the vertical. This difference remained stablethroughout
the time of testing.It is not known at this stagewhether it
would eventually disappearwith practice.
RESULTS
We commenced our investigation by exqrnining the
orientation discrimination of a series of configurations
that range from a vertical line, throughvertical ellipsesof
various aspect ratios (short axisflongaxis), to a circle. As
can be seen in Fig. 1, orientation discrimination is
essentially identical for ellipses with aspect ratios
between Oand 0.5, that is for a vertical line,30 min arc
long and ellipseswhose vertical diametersare:30 min arc
and horizontal diameters up to 15 min arc. It is obvious
that there is no orientationdiscriminationfor a circle, but
the ellipses have continuously varying orientation
information along their contours. It follows tbat what is
being discriminated is not the orientation of individual
lengths of contour but of the whole figure.
We take this analysis a step further in the experiment
illustratedin Fig. 2. Here crosses with containing angles
from O(equivalentto a vertical line) to 90 de~ were used
as stimulus patterns (see top row of insets 1-6). The
—
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FIGURE3. Comparisonof thresholdsfor four configurationsin terms
of angle of rotation. Exposure duration 500 msec. Three observers.
(a) A cross made of two 30 min arc orthogonal oblique lines with
vertical symmetry. (b) Left two end points of the cross in (a). (c) Top
two end points of the cross in (a). (d) The cross in (a) with one line
elongated twice.
orientation discrimination (around the mean value of
their orientation) of the individual lines forming these
crosses (bottom row of insets 1-6) were also measured
for comparison purposes. We see that the angle made
between the two lines forming the cross is not a
significantvariable in orientationdiscrimination,as long
as they can be perceived as forming a vertical
symmetrical figure. Single oblique lines by themselves,
however, show poor performance, compared with the
corresponding crosses composed of two symmetrical
oblique lines. A cross whose containing angle varies
randomly from presentationto presentation(inset 7) also
gives a low threshold.
Observersmightbe using the relativeposition(vernier)
of the end points of the cross as a cue in the detectionof
rotation. But this does not suffice by itself to yield such
low thresholds [Fig. 3, compare (A) with (B) and (C)].
Actually it seems that vertical symmetry is necessary in
this hyperacuity performance. If the symmetry is
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FIGURE4.Comparisonof orientation discrimination thresholds for
more examples of configurationswith a vertical axis of symmetry.
Except for the vertical line in (A), the verticrd dimension of all
configurations is 21.2 min arc. Exposure duration 500 msec. Two
subjects. (A) Controlstimuli: a vertieal line 30 min arc in length and a
cross made of two 30 min arc orthogonal oblique lines with
intersection at the center. (B) Two crosses with intersections away
from center. (C) Two crosses, one made of two semicircles, the other
generated by polar equation r = 15x sin(2@.
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FIGURE 5. Comparison of the oblique effect in exdicit (A) and
.,
implicit (B and C) orientation discrimination. Oblique effeet index
(lOb)is defined as the ratio of orientation discrimination thresholds
(rein) for 45deg and vertical axes of symmetry.The higher the ratio,
the stronger the oblique effect. & = 1.0 would represent no oblique
effect. Exposure duration 500 msec. Subjects JJ and WL. (A) Lines
30 min arc in length;(B) crosses composedof two 30 min arc lines and
with a containing angle of 60 deg; (C) ellipses with 30 min arc long
axis and 15 min arc short axis.
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FIGURE6. Thresholdfor detectinga changein orientationof a cross composedof 45/135deg lines (.) a vertical line ( o ) and a
45 deg obliqueline (A) as a functionof exposureduration.All lines were 30 min arc in length.Three subjects. For subjectWL,
the results repeated after performance of at least 10000 trials. Training has little to do with the phenomenon.
compromised by elongating one composing line of the
cross [Fig. 3(D)], the orientation discrimination is
impaired.
We may conclude from the above that what we have
dealt with so far is the orientation of the covert axes of
symmetry of the figures rather than the orientation of
their overt composing contours. This is further substan-
tiated in Figs 4 and 5. The configurationsin Fig. 4, all of
which have a vertical axis of symmetry, show the same
precision in orientation discrimination. It is neither
necessary that two lines forming the cross intersect at
the center (inset B), nor that the elements of the cross be
straight lines (inset C). As is shown in Fig. 5, however, if
the vertical symmetry axis ‘of the figures is tilted and
neither explicit nor implicit vertical or horizontal
orientation cues are available, orientation discrimination
is greatly impaired.This is the well known obliqueeffect,
usually described in the orientation discrimination of
straight contours. We here introduce the oblique effect
index (lob),which is the ratio of orientation discrimina-
tion thresholdsfor a given configurationin an obliqueand
a vertical orientation. Z.b= 1.0 would represent no
elevation of threshold for an oblique pattern. The larger
the ~Obvalue, the stronger the oblique effect. We can see
from the ~~bvalues in Fig. 5 that orientation discrimina-
tion of symmetrical figures exhibits the oblique effect
with the same amplitude as that of explicit straight lines.
A recent study on symmetry detection by Wenderoth
(1995) showed for the first time that the orientation
discrimination threshold for a group of dots bilaterally
symmetrical around the vertical can be <1 deg. This,
together with our results above, indicates that symmetry
may~lay an important role in orientation discrimination
of complex figures.
It is interesting to compare implicit with explicit
orientation discrimination.In Fig. 6 three different light
patterns are used as stimuli: (i) a pair of 30 min arc
oblique lines forming a 45 deg/135deg cross; (ii) a
30 min arc vertical line; and (iii) a 30 min arc line
inclined at 45 deg. The orientation discrimination was
determined for a range of exposure durations. As has
been reported for vernier acuity (Westheimer & Pettet,
1990),exposureduration in the range of 10 msec to 1 sec
is not a significantvariable for both explicit lines and the
cross. From Fig. 6 we can see again that while the
orientation discrimination of a single oblique line
remained consistentlyhigher for our observers than that
for a vertical line, a cross fornied by a pair of orthogonal
oblique lines shows almost as good performance as a
vertical line. This is the essence of the current study:
thoughthe orientationdiscriminationfor each component
of the cross is poor due to the oblique effect, the
performance is good for the whole configurationwhich,
though it has no explicit vertical contours, does have a
vertical axis of symmetry. But unlike our findingswith
some of the more difficultillusorycontours(Westheimer
& Li, 1996),good orientation discriminationis manifest
even for short exposures.For subjectWL, the same set of
experimentswas repeated at the end of this study,where
at least ten thousandtrialshad been conductedin terms of
orientation discrimination of crosses, vertical lines and
oblique lines. We can see from Fig. 6 that the results do
not differ much before and after training.
In a similar vein we used the patterns of Fig. 6 to
examine whether there is a difference in orientation
—.—- .
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FIGURE7. Threshold for detecting a change in orientation of a croas
composed of 45/135deg lines (*), a vertical line ( o ), and a 45 deg
oblique line (A) movinghorizontally, as a function of velocity of the
stimulus patterns. All lines were 30 min arc in length. Exposure
duration 200 msec. Direction of motion was randomized from
presentation to presentation to prevent predictive eye movements.
Three subjects.
discrimination between stationary and moving patterns.
Figure 7 shows that there is not, for velocities up to
4 deg/sec during a 200 msec exposure, i.e. when the
patterns were swept 48 min arc across the retina during
the display. Here again this result is to be distinguished
from the orientation discrimination of some illusory
contourswhich is impairedby targetmotion(Westheimer
& Li, 1996).
Orientationdiscriminationfor lines, measured in terms
of the just detectable difference in angle, improveswith
line length (Westheimer, 1981).This applies also to that
for a cross (Fig. 8). On the assumption that the
performance depends on the effective vertical extent of
the figurethe data for the cross have been redrawn,using
the vertical projection of the cross as the measure rather
than the line length of the components. The results
generally tend to confirmthis assumption,particularly in
observers JJ and WL.
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FIGURE8. Thresholdfor orientationdiscriminationof a cross made of
45/135deg lines as a functionof the length of composinglines (*)or a
function of the projected vertical length of the cross (A). Thresholds
for vertical lines of various lengths are also given as controls ( o ).
Exposureduration 500 msec. Three subjects.
It has become clear now that pattern elements which
themselves contain no vertical contours can assemble
themselves in a cooperativeway to form configurations
which addressthe good orientationdiscriminationability
that is associated with real vertical contours. We now
investigatesome of the spatial and temporalpropertiesof
this cooperativeprocess. Data in Table 1 show that it is
not necessary that the two lines forming the cross be in
the same depth plane. A disparityof 10 min arc between
the two oblique lines (equivalent to the situation when
one line is at 3.25 m and the other at 3.75 m from the
observer)has almost no effect on orientationdiscrimina-
tion. The data of Fig. 9 illustrate convincingly that the
two obliqueelementsforming a cross can be shown even
to different eyes and still cooperate to yield orientation
discriminationas good as that for a single vertical line.
Finallywe addressthe questionof the temporal aspects
of the combination of elements forming symmetrical
figuresby using a cross composedof two obliquelines as
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TABLE 1. Comparison of orientation discrimination of a cross composed of two
30 min arc 45/135deg oblique lines with and without 10min arc disparitybetween the
two composinglines for 1 sec exposureduration
Orientationdiscriminationthreshold (mean~SE) (rein)
Subject EL GW JJ WL
Without disparity 33.6 t 2.5 50.0 ~ 5.8 27.0 ~ 3.0 21.5 ~ 2.3
With disparity 35.6 ~ 3.7 52.8 ~ 6.3 30.7 ~ 3.1 24.1 k 2.4
Ratio 1.06 1.06 1.13 1.12
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FIGURE 9. Comparison of orientation discrimination thresholds for
binocularandmonocularpresentationof a 45 deg obliqueline (1, 2, 3),
a 135deg obliqueline (4, 5, 6), a cross made of 45/135deg lines (7, 8,
9) and for dichoptic presentation of a 45 deg and a 135deg lines (10,
11). Insets show the stimuli presented to left and right eyes in each
condition. All lines were 30 min arc long. Exposure duration
500 msec. An always-on circle with a diameter of 60 min arc was
used as the fixatimrpattern. Two observers.
stimuli. In these experiments, a 45 deg oblique line was
presented for 20 msec and a second 135 deg oblique line
followed after a fixed onset asynchrony for another
20 msec. We obtained orientation discriminationthresh-
olds for the whole configuration for a range of onset
asynchronies from O (synchrony of presentation of the
two lines, shownby the dashed line on the bottom of Fig.
10) to 1 sec. For comparison we also measured the
orientation discrimination threshold for one of the
oblique lines shown alone (open arrow) and for one of
the oblique lines when shown for 20 msec twice in
succession,one second apart (black arrow), to gauge the
effect, if any, of probabilitysummation.The results show
that for an onset asynchrony of about 60 msec, the two
lines fail to act cooperatively; the threshold has risen
approximately to the decidedly poorer one for one
oblique line presented alone. For intermediate asyn-
chrony values, to about 200 msec, the threshold is higher
even than that, perhaps indicatingan inhibitoryinfluence
or masking effect between two lines.
DISCUSSION
A variety of stimuluspatternshave been appliedto
exploreboththe orientationselectivityof visualneurons
andthe orientationdiscriminabilityof humanobservers.
Two main categoriesof stimulican be distinguished.One
is luminancecontrastcontours,such as lines, edges,gaps,
and gratings. The other category is contours without
luminance contrast, such as illusory borders made of the
endpoints of two stacks of lines with uniform space-
averaged luminance. It is accepted, physiologically,that
the orientation attribute of contours with luminance
contrast is processed by orientation-selectiveneurons in
primary visual cortex (Hubel & Wiesel, 1962; DeValois
et al., 1982; Gilbert & Wiesel, 1990; Vogels & Orban,
1990).The direction of trajectory of moving dots might
be processedby the same neural apparatus (Worgotter&
Eysel, 1991). For contours without luminance contrast,
however, there is much evidence that the orientation of
illusoryborders may be signaled in V2 in a way different
from real lines (von der Heydt et al., 1984, 1989).
Data from psychophysicalresearch also show that the
spatial and temporal properties of human orientation
discrimination of lines are similar to those of direction
discrimination of a moving dot (Westheimer & Wehr-
hahn, 1994),but there are some differencesbetween real
lines and illusory contours in orientation discrimination
(Vogels & Orban, 1987;Westheimer & Li, 1996).These
results imply that the neural apparatusmightbe the same
for the processing of line orientation and motion
direction, whereas orientationsof real lines and illusory
contoursare processed differently.As far as these results
are concerned, there is some correspondence between
physiologicaland psychophysicaldata.
Stimuliused in this study contained few or no explicit
vertical or horizontal contours and one might think that
the orientation discrimination of these stimuli would
differ from that of the two categories of stimuli
mentioned above. Surprisingly, however, our results
show good precision for both explicit and implicit
orientation discrimination. Moreover, the two share
many properties, such as the oblique effect (Fig. 5),
invariance with exposure duration (Fig. 6), tolerance to
motion (Fig. 7) and deteriorationwith decreasing target
length (Fig. 8). These similarities imply that the neural
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FIGURE10. Orientation discriminationthreshold for two 45/135deg
lines crossing at the center, 30 min arc in length, as a function of the
time interval between the presentationsof the two lines. Each line was
presented for 20 msec. Horizontal dotted line represents thresholdfor
simultaneous presentation of the two lines. Arrows indicate the
thresholds for detecting the deviation of a 45 deg oblique line for
double (solid arrow) and single (open arrow) presentations. In the
double presentation, the line was presented twice, 20 msec each time,
with 1 sec interval. Three subjects.
mechanisms involved in the discrimination of implicit
orientation are related to those involved in the discrimi-
nation of explicit lines.
The thresholds of our subjects for both explicit and
implicit orientation discrimination around vertical and
oblique axes were between 15 min arc and 3 deg, mostly
less than 2 deg. These values are much less than the
orientation bandwidths of V1 neurons [e.g. DeValois et
al. (1982)]. Vogels and Orban (1990) compared the
ability of single V1 neurons in signaling the differences
in orientationwith the capacity of orientationdiscrimina-
tion of the monkey itself. Their data showed that the
discriminability one of the two monkeys tested was
similar to that of humans, while only a minor fraction of
V1 cells can reliably signal difference in orientation as
small as 2.5 deg. There is thus a large gap between the
behavior of single orientation-selectiveneurons and the
performance of human orientationdiscrimination.While
there have been theories that the hyperacuity in
orientation discriminationis achieved by combining the
outputsof an ensembleof broadly tuned V1 units, e.g. the
model of population vector sum proposed by Vogels
(1990), our data are more consonant with the view that
the main limiting factors in orientation discriminability
are at higher levels of visual processing [see also Heeley
& Buchanan-Smith(1992)].
In this studywe mostlyused crossesas stimuli.Across
made of two orthogonal oblique lines does not contain
any explicit vertical or horizontal contours, nor is it
elongated in either of the two dimensions. But it does
have a vertical (also a horizontal)axis of symmetryand it
might be a representative of a broader category of
attribute processing. We have shown evidence that the
orientation discrimination of this kind of stimulus is
similar to that of explicit lines in both precision and
properties. Nothing known about the responses of
neurons in the primary visual cortex of the primate
would suggest that a 45/135 deg cross might in any way
induce a special overt activation of vertically selective
neurons. Therefore, the most probable reason for the
cross’s superior orientation discrimination is that it
addresses a more central mechanism, which handles the
vertical (also horizontal) better than other orientations,
regardlessof whether it is delineatedexplicitlyas in lines
and edges,or implicitlyas in vertical axes of symmetryof
simple figures.In thisway, the orientationdiscrimination
of the crosses in Figs 2, 6, 7 and 9 are always better than
their composing oblique lines without being limited by
the discriminability of the components. This result is
similar to that obtained by Heeley and Buchanan-Smith
(1992), who studied the orientation discrimination of
symmetricalmovingplaids. By their data, the orientation
discrimination of the plaid with vertical apparent
direction of drift is better than that of the element
gratings drifting along 45/135 deg axes. Our data and
conclusionsare essentially parallel to those obtained by
Wenderoth and his group. They showed that virtual axes
of symmetryof plaids induce the tilt illusionjust like real
lines (Wenderoth & van der Zwan, 1991) and that the
illusion induced by virtual axes of plaids is essentially
independentof the orientationof the composinggratings
(Wenderoth et al., 1993). Wenderoth and van der Zwan
(1991) suggested that the visual system can extract
virtual axes of symmetry from patterns and that these act
as weak, but real, lines. They also argued that the
illusions induced by virtual axes arise in extrastriate
cortex.
It is interestingto note that the putativemechanismwe
proposed above cannot be reached in quite the same
manner by illusoryborders with uniform space-averaged
luminance,for such borderscannotbe processedwithin a
short time, nor can they have motion during their
presentations (Westheimer & Li, 1996). That is, this
kind of illusoryborderdoes not have thosepropertiesthat
real lines and symmetricalfigureshave. Our conclusions
in this respect lead to a view that differs from that
proposedby van der Zwan and Wenderoth (1995) on the
basis of their observation that illusory borders with
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uniform space-averaged luminance are subject to the
same tilt aftereffect as simple lines.
Our results demonstratea strong spatialbinding effect
between the two components forming the cross. A
disparity up to 10 min arc between two oblique lines
(Table 1)and the dichopticviewing of two elements(Fig.
9) do not significantlyimpair the orientationdiscrimina-
tion.The two obliquelinescan stillbe bound into a whole
figure under these conditions to give a threshold 50%
lower than that for a single component line. But this
binding effect occurs only when the onset asynchrony
between the two lines is shorter than 60 msec (Fig. 10).A
study of the interfering effect of flanking lines on
orientation discriminationof a vertical line (Westheimer
et al., 1976) showed that interference is strongest when
the flanking lines have an onset delay of about 50 msec.
Similarly, simultaneous orientation contrast is most
pronounced when the inducing lines are displayed about
50 msec after the presentation of the test line (Westhei-
mer, 1990). It may be conjecturedfrom these results that
these interactionswithin orientation domain occur at an
early stage of the visual stream. We have also observeda
slow time course of interferenceup to 200 msec between
the two lines forming the cross (Fig. 10).Its originhas yet
to be elucidated.
Our experiments and discussion are confined only to
the orientation discrimination about one of the two
principal axes-the vertical axis, but we can speculate
that the discriminationabout the horizontal axis may be
quite similar. Although the crosses in most of our
experimentswere also symmetrical about the horizontal,
the patterns in Fig. 4(B) indicate that this is not a
necessary’property. But if neither vertical nor horizontal
symmetry exists, the orientation discrimination will be
greatly impaired (Figs 3 and 5). So at least one of the
vertical and horizontalprincipalaxes of symmetryshould
be available for good orientation discrimination of
implicit orientations.
It is of interest that these resultsparallel those obtained
on the time taken to detect bilateral symmetry,which is
faster for vertical than diagonal symmetries (Palmer &
Hernenway, 1978).
It is well known that the salience of symmetry is more
prominent around the vertical and horizontal axes than
oblique ones [for latest research see Wenderoth (1994)].
Our demonstration that there is an oblique effect in the
discrimination of orientation of the axis of symmetry
(Fig. 5) raises some interesting issues concerning the
neural substrates both of orientation discrimination and
the identificationof axes of symmetry.
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